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I Overview
PlayBlock Intelligent Entertainment Platform is a distributed development platform and
community, which enables the interactive entertainment experience to be more intelligent. It is
based on blockchain technology and large-scale distributed network engine, and supports
participation by thousands of application developers.
PlayBlock Chain itself is a general-purpose blockchain infrastructure with high throughput and
low latency. PlayBlock is supported by the Distributed Systems Lab at Tsinghua University, who
have developed the Gosig【1】blockchain consensus algorithm. PlayBlock has developed its own
consensus protocol based on the Gosig algorithm. The first application of this consensus protocol
is the PlayBlock Chain and smart contracts framework.
Of all applications for the pan-entertainment industry, PlayBlock is the only blockchain
technology in the world which is formally proven with distributed computation theory. Its safety
and liveness are guaranteed by scientific theory, and its algorithm prototype has been verified by
practical testing.
PlayBlock chose to focus on interactive entertainment applications not only because e-games are
inherently based on pure digital assets, which are highly overlapped with the characteristics and
applicable areas of blockchain, but also because interactive entertainment applications have higher
demand on high performance and low latency, compared with other applications (e.g. financial
applications, etc.). These performance demands will fully leverage the technical advantages of
PlayBlock.
At the same time, PlayBlock will conduct research and deployment of blockchain applications on
large-scale parallel computing clusters based on its own technology stack. PlayBlock is based on
its high throughput, scalability, and wide adaptability, making full use of the computing power of
supercomputers to contribute to the creation of China's domestically-produced CPU ecosystem.
We believe PlayBlock will play an even greater role in general business applications through first
developing technologies in the massive online interactive entertainment community.

1-1 PlayBlock Consensus Protocol
PlayBlock is a blockchain framework with a flexible consensus protocol that can choose different
consensus algorithms.
PlayBlock Consensus Protocol adopts the Gosig algorithm, the latest Distributed Theory research
from Tsinghua University, China. If Gosig is adopted, with 140 nodes deployed in 14 cities on 5
continents, then even under the low bandwidth of 2Mbps – 30Mbps, the main net speed of
PlayBlock will be >4000tps. This is hundreds of times faster than Ethereum. This has been proven
with test data.
Moreover, unlike traditional POW consensus etc., the throughput capacity of PlayBlock will
increase with more bandwidth.
In the case of dozens of testing nodes with 2Gbps bandwidth, deployed in the cloud serving
suppliers within one country, the theoretical peak throughput of PlayBlock is about
400,000-500,000 tps. Such high bandwidth situations are normally demanded by Consortium
blockchain or by applications with special with special needs, such as decentralized exchanges etc.
We believe that PlayBlock consensus protocol will gradually unleash its high-throughput and
low-latency potential with the decreasing cost of bandwidth.
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The consensus confirming speed of a simulated 10,000 nodes has been tested to be within 1
minute.
Moreover, appropriate sharding or reliable hardware assistant technology can be overlaid on top of
the consensus protocol stack. Thus the blockchain throughput of PlayBlock applied on actual
project can be over 100,000tps.
PlayBlock has good control on consensus latency time. It only needs 30-50 seconds to confirm a
block to be permanently immutable. Compared with Bitcoin, Ethereum or DPOS BFT【2】of EOS,
which require several minutes to confirm, PlayBlock is much faster to achieve the consensus.
Blockchain consensus algorithms which are verified by both theory and practical testing, are few
in number (e.g. GHOST【3】by Ethereum, Tendermint, dFinity, Algorand, Hashgraph, PBFT etc.)
The Gosig algorithm is one of the most advanced.
PlayBlock team is working with the research team behind Gosig, and is completing the
engineering and applications of above design on PlayBlock Chain.

1-2 Interactive entertainment community
The worldwide market size of Massively Multiplayer Online Game Application (“MMOG” or
“Game”) is huge. In 2017, global turnover was estimated to be over 200 billion USD (inclusive of
Sports Betting, Fantasy Sports, legal Lottery Games, Quiz with Prizes etc.)
If considering the legal online lottery industry around the world, the market size will reach over $1
Trillion USD.
CryptoKitties①, the first online simulation game operating on Ethereum②, handled transactions of
120 million USD during the first few weeks it was live, which caused massive congestion on the
Ethereum network. The popularity of CryptoKitties showed that gaming is one of the best
channels for spreading blockchain awareness. At the same time, it exposed the bottlenecks in
current blockchain technology.
MMOGs place extreme demands on the computing and throughput capacity of the blockchain. So
far there is no public blockchain with enough performance to support MMOGs at scale.
PlayBlock has a dedicated public blockchain for MMOGs, which provides the decentralized
network service needed. PlayBlock also provides a server engine for rapid development of
MMOG blockchain applications. PlayBlock’s incentive algorithms will stimulate the development
of the platform’s infrastructure and eco-system.
With PlayBlock, developers will be able to quickly develop online games operating on the
blockchain, such as massively sports betting games③, board games, lottery games④, Sandbox
games (e.g. Minecraft⑤ etc.), strategy games, multiplayer online role playing games⑥, simulation
games, collectible games (e.g. CryptoKitties), social games etc.

①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥

https://www.cryptokitties.co
https://ethereum.org
http://www.sporttery.cn
https://www.slotomania.com
https://minecraft.net
https://www.eveonline.com
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1-3 Pain Points and Needs
Mature blockchain technology and a blockchain MMOG engine will create new market
opportunities for online games.

1-3-1 Industry Pain Points that can be solved via Blockchain
Pain points appear in the online gaming business where players spend real money in a centralized
model.
Centralized Model: services are provided by a centralized server to all players. All transactions
and player data are stored in the server.
1) Trust issues with the supplier: the operator cannot prove that rules are fair and honestly
executed. Examples include randomized algorithms for distributing poker cards and the
computation of treasure chests or Roulette wheels. This requires high-quality no-cheating
Random Number Generation - RNG【4】【5】, as well as verifiable logic.
Global suppliers are not be penalized if they freeze or revise players’ assets, make un-fair
judgements, or even terminate the service and violate the interest of players. Players cannot
know the supplier’s ability to pay. The disadvantages impede the players from joining the
game.
2) Trust issues with players: there are various ways to cheat. But if the players organize a
competition, they must be honest with each other. Player-organized competitions & games
with significant prizes are rare for this reason.
3) Inconvenience of cross-country payments: in the cross-country gaming business, the
payment channel is complicated and expensive. It takes a long time to settle accounts for the
players and they need to pay extra commissions. When the players quit the game, most
suppliers will hold the players’ money for a long time, and even refuse to refund the un-used
money (virtual game currency)
4) Lack of reliable transaction channel and protection of the players’ virtual assets: players
invest tremendous amounts of money and time in games to acquire virtual items and game
currency, creating the need for transactions. When the game operator does not provide a
transaction service, players have to make the transactions via third-party channels or in private,
thus they are liable to be cheated or stolen from.
5) No means to preserve the value of rare digital assets: when a digital asset’s value
appreciates, there is no means of restraining the centralized operator from excessively creating
& selling identical assets, which causes depreciation. Digital assets are a huge undeveloped
market with high potential.
6) Personal data may be stolen: having personal data of the paid players be stolen and illegally
distributed is an unfortunately common occurance in the industry. The players have no right
of privacy, and no means to prevent it.
7) High capital requirements for new business: for some online business (e.g. online lottery
games, sports betting etc.), the supplier has to have large amounts of credit and capital before
launching.
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8) Difficulties automating cross-country supervision & compliance: business operating on
blockchain must comply with local regulations, even though blockchain is a global network
service. Contrary to how it may appear, blockchain has an inherent advantage in this area
Every node stores full transaction data, facilitating legal compliance, supervision and
protection in each country/region. PlayBlock provides a decentralized supervision function,
which could be switched on/off by Dapp developers, according to the local regulations. This
function is isolated by Dapp, which means each Dapp can only control its own data, and it
cannot be forced on/off by anyone else besides the Dapp developer.
Problem solving – removing the intermediary: Decentralized computation uses all computers
on the corresponding network to complete the key data computation and storage. Public data is
maintained by all the nodes in the network. Data updates are verified and approved by all users,
rather than relying on a central server node or certificates issued by the central agency. thus the
endorsement of credit agencies is not needed.
All the above pain points can be solved by the disruptive technology of blockchain, including
• Verified random number generation
• Unforgeable ledgers
• Smart contracts (digital contracts),
• Cheat-proof gaming
• Anonymous transaction
• Decentralized operations.
Blockchain technology ensures trust among the suppliers, agents and players, largely decreases the
threshold and cost of payments, and protects the privacy and security of players.

1-3-2 Reduce the difficulty of developing and operating
Online game developing and operating is commonly known as a business with high cost and risk,
because 1) it requires advanced technology and large-scale software engineering, 2) MMOG has
high demand on server performance. There is no public chain with adequate performance for
multiplayer online business, 3) it requires mature tools, which are few in the market, and
blockchain MMOG is not even available.

1-3-3 Meet the vast business needs
CryptoKitties is a small-scale model to prove that blockchain game can achieve sustainable profit.
The success of such model reveals the huge demand of global token users for blockchain games.
With the market size of token users exceeding 300 billion USD, the global blockchain users are
only less than 20 million. There is still big room to grow blockchain users. Blockchain technology
shows sizable market potential in its early developing stage. With the technology developing and
spreading, the market size of blockchain games will be definitely booming.

1-4 Current Issues of Blockchain
1-4-1 Current Issues
In terms of internet applications and engineering, current blockchain technology has not reached
the standards for gaming business, with specific challenges in the following areas:
1) Throughput and scalability
Current public blockchains support only extremely low TPS (transactions per second).
According to Ethereum, blocks are produced every 15 seconds, with a maximum of 7,900,000 gas
per block (GASblock), and one transaction consumes 21,000gas. It can be calculated that
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The minimum TPS of a small-scale online game is about 10-50tps, and 10-100tps for a common
game. The peak TPS required will reach over 10,000tps for a hot large-scale online game.
A blockchain has to run several games simultaneously. The ideal peak TPS for a popular platform
should be over 100,000tps.
In the CryptoKitties example, the Gasgame of mating a cat (on-chain game logic) is 4-10 times than
a common transaction (about 100,000gas) the maximal number per second for virtual cat mating is
𝑇𝑝𝑠!"##"$% =
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Therefore, a maximum of 7 CryptoKitties can be mated every second. CryptoKitties easily
saturated the Ethereum network in late 2017. Other game players and even other Dapp
transactions on the network, had to stop and wait in a queue. Therefore, a public blockchain for
games must provide higher TPS throughput.
2) Slow Response Times
Slow response times will severely impact the gaming experience. The current fastest reaction time
for transactions and logic execution is between ten seconds and one minute.
It is unimaginable that players in Texas Hold’em have to wait for one minute for the game to react
after clicking “play a card”.
3) Undesirable Design of Value Transfer System
The cost of network usage keeps increasing along with usage in normal blockchains, which
impedes the development of a DApp ecosystem. During the network congestion from
CryptoKitties, the ratio of game payment-to-commission charged for one execution of on-chain
game logic was often 3:1. Commissions charged on game asset transactions was around 25%.
This overhead is unbearable for any internet business and the loss of users over time will be
substantial. This will severely impact the development of a decentralized ecosystem.
4) Lack of Reusable Middleware and dMMOG Development Framework
It is an industry practice to leverage mature commercial engines to make complicated large-scale
applications like multiplayer online games. Blockchain is a recently emerging network service.
So far, there is no commercialized blockchain product to develop middleware and framework
(server engine and client developing components), which can be used for fast development and
eployment of DApps.
Essentially, Blockchain is a slow-paced syncing technology. The heart beat (i.e. syncing
granularity, similar to the ultimate speed of block) is only 1/50 to 1/500 of common game servers.
For the server of a decentralized MMOG (dMMOG) with a large amount of online users, the
technology of deploying a multiplayer online game on blockchain is even more complicated.
5) End-user Experience Not Friendly Enough
Current tools on public chains have been designed for blockchain fans who are very knowledgable
about internet and computers. The ease of use is not comparable to the requirements of
commercial products.
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6) Global General Public Chains are not suitable for MMOG Operation
Besides BTC, Ethereum and EOS⑦ are two public chain open-source projects that are receiving
world-wide attention due to their high market value of tokens and technology. These projects are
massive and complicated. All elements, such as compatibility, comprehensiveness of functions,
security, throughput capacity, smooth software fork upgrade, have to be considered, balanced and
tested. Therefore, their commercialization and upgrades (forks) are extremely slow. Games should
not be restrained from developing on a blockchain due to the immaturity of these projects.
Unlike the needs of most business applications on public chains (e.g. financial applications etc.),
MMOG has to meet the high demand caused by massive numbers of online players, as well as the
high demand for fast response times. MMOGs can compromise on other aspects (e.g.
compatibility, non-relevant needs for game functions etc.)
MMOGs are not able to compete for computing source and bandwidth with DApps on global
public chain. Due to the Matthew Effect, common public chains will gradually attract and bear the
operations of most global DApps. Growth in the general market for DApps will make the
infrastructure of global public blockchain a comparatively rare resource. More DApps will
compete for limited service and bandwidth, resulting in extremely high cost of usage (see also
current market value and payment methods of ETH and EOS tokens) Therefore, the operation of
massively multiplayer online game DApps will be restrained on public chains, and the costs will
largely increase. In all, due to the characteristics of MMOGs, they cannot develop well on the
infrastructure of a global public chain.
The DPOS consensus algorithm of EOS has not been formally proven. Its sparse stationary
consensus computing nodes are prone to receive fixed-point DDOS attacks. It has not been able to
provide effective technology to solve this problem. In the latest plan, EOS adopts the traditional
PBFT algorithm from the distributed computation theory to strengthen the consensus security.
However, the BFT algorithm is utilized under the assumption of LAN or authorized consortium
blockchain to reach consensus. If without enough money to buy bandwidth, it is not reasonable to
be utilized on public chain. Therefore, the bottom chain of an interactive entertainment platform
cannot be a sidechain of EOS, nor can it adopt EOS technology for the parent chain. PlayBlock
leverages cryptography theory to smartly and safely avoid such core issue.

1-4-2 Approaches to Solve these Problems
Problems 1 & 2 occur because each node on the whole network uses one physical computer to
compute and store all business on the blockchain. The performance and bandwidth of one physical
computer is limited and not able to bear the daily increasing volume and DApp business on the
public chain.
PlayBlock scales based on the proven Gosig algorithm to completely solve the issues of
blockchain throughput capacity, flexibility and scalability.
For Problem 3, PlayBlock proposes a new economic-model, to ensure the reasonable cost for
DApp using PlayBlock service, as well as protect the incentive for blockchain ecology.
For Problem 4, PlayBlock provides a full server development engine for online game applications,
as well as cross platform plug-ins for clients.
For Problem 5, PlayBlock will leverage the team’s past experience of serving 300 million users to
make optimizations in the technology design and distributed frameworks.
For Problem 6, PlayBlock provides dedicated blockchain network service. The net is open, safe
and allows supervision (open source and validator nodes) Meanwhile, the dedicated public chain
⑦

https://eos.io/
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of MMOG is not closed. It can be connected with global public chain via cross chain technology.

II Related Works
Since blockchain was created in 2009, it has been a hot spot for internet technology development.
Hot applications were released after Ethereum, the second generation of blockchain technology,
went live. Nevertheless, blockchain technology is still in the early stages of development. In this
article, readers are assumed to be familiar with blockchain technology, and have certain
knowledge of consensus algorithms, the Byzantine State Machine Replication algorithm,
cryptography, computer science, game server engines and cloud computing.

2-1 Blockchain Technology
Bitcoin【6】(BTC) came into existence in 2009, marking the starting point of blockchain technology.
It is a technology of cryptocurrency, utilizing a POW (1992) 【7】consensus algorithm. Bitcoin
ensures the public data of the cryptocurrency is consistent on the peer-to-peer network. It uses
elliptic-curve asymmetric cryptography and records transactions in the chain-structured ledger (the
name of Blockchain comes from the data structure of “a chain of blocks”) The greatest
contribution of the author, Satoshi Nakamoto, is to integrate the mature technologies of distributed
computation, cryptography and gaming theory. All these lead to the invention of the incentive
mechanism. The virtual currency on the trustless network is thus ensured with enough security.
The interest-driven design of BTC drives more people to contribute computing power against
attacks. Bitcoin technology fundamentally solve the problem of Byzantine fault tolerance【8】
(unauthorized state machine replication consistency) in the situation of non-fixed number of nodes
in WAN.
Bitcoin is a technology prototype, not a mature internet product, thus is called the first generation
of blockchain.
Ethereum【9】is a common platform for decentralized applications development. The first published
version went live in 2015, featuring the revolutionary smart contract functionality. It also utilizes a
consensus mechanism similar to POW of Bitcoin, thus with limited improvement on performance.
It is called the second generation of blockchain.

2-2 The Progress on Consensus Algorithms
Consensus Algorithms are the technological foundation for blockchain, and is also the main
bottleneck impacting throughput. Any optimization on blockchain performance will be closely
linked to the consensus algorithm. Progress on consensus algorithms is summarized as below.
Traditional derivatives of Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance【10】 are only suitable for relevantly
few nodes (limited to O(N^2) message exchange), where the number of nodes is fixed, and thus
PBFT cannot be directly utilized in the consensus of a public blockchain. This is because the
server nodes in the public network are innumerable and unstable. One node could exit
permanently at any time.
PAXOS【11】and the more concise RAFT【12】etc., which are based on the consensus algorithm
without Byzantine nodes, can only be utilized on the internal controllable honest network, such as
a cloud service.
Based on FLP 【 13 】 theory, Bitcoin put stricter restraints on network synchronization (partial
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synchronous/eventually synchronous network model). It still cannot solve the data consistency
issue in the pure asynchronous network, but avoids the FLP issue. Bitcoin finds the maximum
likely trustable node by leveraging the computing power competition of all nodes on the
peer-to-peer network. This solves the data consistency problem in the untrusted network and the
transaction ledger becomes reliable, undeniable, irreversible and unforgeable. It can be proven that,
when the number of Byzantine nodes is f, Bitcoin has high probability of ensuring the consensus
and normal operation of f+1 honest nodes in 2f+1 network, which does not requires the number of
nodes to be fixed.
POW consensus has become popular in blockchain technology, but it also has issues of computing
power waste and intensive mining. The latest research【14】shows that Bitcoin and Ethereum are not
absolutely decentralized systems with POW as the consensus algorithm. 4-5 mining sites in the
world have occupied over 51% of POW computing power. The consensus security system could
be taken over by a 51% attack from any 2-3 joint mining sites.
New algorithms have been proposed to replace POW, in order to reduce the computing power
waste and energy consumption, as well as to improve the blockchain performance. These
algorithms include the optimized algorithm of POW (BITCOIN-NG【15】, Hybrid Consensus【16】),
POS (Poof of Stake), DPOS (Delegated Proof of Stake) and optimized BFT consensus. Problems
were exposed in the first generation of POS, after the launch of Peer-to-Peer Crypto-Currency【17】
, BlackCoin【18】and NXT【19】. Evolved POS algorithm then were developed, e.g. CASPER FFG【
20】
of Ethereum next generation, DPOS of EOS【21】, and Tendermint BFT【22】of COSMOS (a
mixed methodology, where the validators are qualified by POS and the fixed nodes quantity, and
consensus is executed by the improved PBFT, with certain stake delegating function) SnowWhite
【23】is a formally proven POS algorithm. ALGORAND【24】and dFinity【25 】 are algorithms with
which leverage encrypted testable random function to choose BFT consensus members. Similarly,
HoneyBadgerBFT【26】utilizes threshold-relay encryption. It solves the DDOS attack issue, since
the attackers can hardly identify the validators in each round. The Gosig algorithm, which is used
by the PlayBlock consensus protocol, also adopts similar technology.
The common characteristics of POS and DPOS is that they no longer choose block producer nodes
by proof of work, but take proof of stake as the base for consensus. POS users have their own
tokens, which are the proof of stake to compete for the opportunity of producing blocks to win
awards. DPOS utilizes delegated proof of stake. Dozens of users with most votes on the network
will have the right to produce blocks (state machine replication). These algorithms eliminate the
waste of computing power and electricity for the computers on the network to reach consensus.
Tendermint proposed the important penalty mechanism, leveraging economic incentives to
prevent attacks. Users become validators by pledging tokens. If they are discovered cheating (e.g
double spending attacks, ”nothing at stake”, fork chain multi-voting etc.), the pledge will be
confiscated. This makes the attack cost much higher than the return. Ethereum proposed the
Slasher algorithm【27】, penalizing attackers with the same principles. Dash【28】also leverages similar
economic incentives to prevent Sybil attacks.

2-3 Additional Throughput Capacity Expansion
Sharding technology can improve the throughput capacity, concurrency, elasticity and scalability
of current blockchains. This is one of the technologies of the third generation of blockchain.
Ethereum has published some research results and prototype implementations【29】. Relevant works
include【30】and【31】. Currently Ethereum owns more than 25,000⑧ validators on the network.
According to the author, over 250 validators each shard will have no significant impact on the
⑧

https://www.ethernodes.org/network/1
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security. PlayBlock will integrate the trusted hardware (SGX)【32】 with sharding technology to
increase throughput capacity in the following version.

2-4 Large-Scale Online Game Distributed Server
Traditional MMOG server technology has to handle complex functions, such as complicated
log-on procedures, multiplayer team forming procedures, multiplayer game syncing logic,
multiplayer real-time social game etc.
Traditionally, when dealing with large number of concurrent users, the framework of a MMOG
server must be highly parallel. Such a framework is normally constructed with distributed
computation on a trusted internal network. This architecture has to be improved to work on a
Byzantine network.

III PlayBlock Consensus Protocol
The Consensus layer of PlayBlock chain implements the Gosig algorithm, elaborated below. The
detailed algorithm can be found in the attached research paper. Other work done by the PlayBlock
consensus protocol such as distributed storage, P2P networking, Merkle tree, etc., are not
explained in detail for simplicity.
Fundamentally, the basic function of blockchain is to solve the state machine replication
consensus problem of Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT). State machine replication can be briefly
described as the consensus of all nodes to the transaction data of all users on the network. On a
network with multiple nodes, there are two types of nodes: honest nodes and byzantine nodes with
arbitrary behaviors (including system crash, cheating, colluding with other byzantine nodes etc.)
Consensus is defined by:
1) Consistency: all honest nodes must have the same decision value.
2) Termination: all honest nodes must complete the decision procedure in limited time span.
3) Validity: the decision value must be the input value of one node.
Consensus is a classic problem in Distributed Computation theory. One type of solution is the
BFT protocols, typically as PBFT. Bitcoin consensus adopts POW, which is another approach.
Both PBFT and POW reach consensus in the environment of decentralized untrusted distributed
network. The major difference is that BFT protocol is a deterministic consensus algorithm,
without the need to wait. POW relies on the confirmation of several (generally 6) blocks to reach a
high probability of consensus. The two algorithms show considerable a difference in efficiency.
BFT protocol has high efficiency and low latency, but POW supports the registry and exit of
nodes without authentication at any time. A POW network supports tens of thousands of nodes,
and each node does not require knowledge of all other nodes. This is not supported in the
traditional BFT protocol.
Gosig made revolutionary improvements on the traditional BFT algorithm. Based on PBFT, Gosig
can support tens of thousands of nodes, which can register and exit at any time.
It can adapt to Consortium blockchains and public chains by integrating with external chain
delegation (voting delegation).
Gosig has the correctness, completeness, safety and performance inherited from the BFT theory
which has been studied by the academic world for 30 years. It also has the mathematically
provable safety, efficiency, scalability, wide applicability and advantage against DDOS attacks
(self-adaptation), because it utilizes cryptography to hide the producer of a block in each round,
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and makes several optimizations such as asynchronous multiple signatures etc. The following
analysis reveals that the protection against adaptative attacks is a huge advantage for security
compared with the DPOS algorithm which utilizes just a few fixed nodes and lacks node
scalability.
The Gosig algorithm can be directly applied to projects and integrated with PlayBlock to make
cross chain and side chain ecology. This avoids the massive investment on capital cost and
bandwidth to protect the public chain security, which would result from the inherent defects of the
DPOS consensus algorithm.

3-1 Performance
Gosig consensus algorithm is based on BFT, without the waste of electricity and time of a POW
mining process. For the blockchains with POW consensus (e.g. Ethereum), proof of work is the
key bottleneck on throughput. The POW block production interval and the block size are closely
related to, as well as restrained by, the safety considerations. It is not possible to increase
throughput purely by improving the production interval and block size⑨. The thesis of GHOST
has elaborated the theory in details. It is the fundamental reason why Ethereum will have to
eventually change to POS+BFT consensus.
The traditional BFT algorithm has much higher performance than the currently broadly applied
public chains. However, it also has limitations, primarily being not able to effectively increase
nodes participating the consensus protocol. For BFT protocols like the DPOS BFT of EOS,
Tendermint of COSMOS and POS CBC of Ethereum, the ideal number of nodes is usually around
21-300. Therefore, even if the traditional BFT can ensure the throughput capacity, latency and
security, it cannot be the base protocol for a scalable public blockchain.
For consensus protocols not utilizing POW and BFT, their security is neither supported by the
BFT distributed theory with 30-year study, nor goes through the long-term test as the “Satoshi
Nakamoto consensus”. Even if they can reach certain level on the performance, there are no
mature industrial applications so far. Their safety is not fully tested.

Fig. PlayBlock Consensus
In the chain-based consensus algorithm (POW, DPOS and POS), when forks become numerous
and deep, the IO and CPU load will rapidly increase, resulting in performance bottlenecks. Gosig
utilizes BFT deterministic consensus, which prevents forking. This largely reduces the load on
fork handling caused by maintaining the local state data consistency.
In terms of balancing performance, latency, multi-node scalability and adaptability of algorithms,
PlayBlock chose Gosig algorithm, which utilizes the secret block producer voting mechanism. It
leverages cryptography theory to avoid wasting time and computing power on hash puzzle
competition. The utilization of aggregated signature effectively reduces the size of voting
signatures from the protocol participant nodes, thus reducing bandwidth requirements. At the end
⑨

Unless a non-linear block structure such as DAG is used
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it uses 2 rounds of information exchange, similar to PBFT Prepare/Commit, and gets the final
confirmation of a block to all nodes. On top of sufficient security, it significantly improves BFT
consensus performance.
The graphs below illustrate tests to simulate real usage situations with low bandwidth. In the 2nd
version of the thesis, we will add the throughput and latency tests in high bandwidth. When the
bandwidth is 2Mbps-30Mbps, we can see 140 nodes across 11 countries reach consensus at over
4,000tps. When there are 35 nodes, throughput can be as high as 6,000tps. When the bandwidth is
above 2Gb in a single country, the theoretical throughput of 35 nodes will reach over 500,000tps.

Fig. PlayBlock Test Result

3-2 Safety and Security
When applied to open internet, traditional BFT protocols, protocols with few and fixed nodes, as
well as chain-based consensus all have some security issues.
Amount of participant nodes in the consensus protocol: on the internet, when a small number
of nodes (e.g. dozens of PBFT) attempt to reach consensus; they are prone to be attacked or fail to
reach consensus. Network unstableness, bribes & alliances, hostile nodes, large-scale DDOS
attacks, and even node crashes will significantly damage the safety of the consensus. Unlike Crash
Fault Tolerance (CFT) on a trusted network, being on the open internet requires as many as
possible nodes to participate the consensus protocol to ensure sufficient. The BFT system should
include thousands of nodes and allow participants to register and exit at any time, so that the
consensus group can increase in amount. Gosig uses a special additional protocol, which with BFT
allows a node to join or exit.
Self-adaptive attack: in the fixed-nodes and open BFT protocol, it is possible to make directed
DDOS attacks, or any other kind of attacks (e.g. eclipse attack), against the block producer in
every round. This is called a “self-adaptive attack”. In mechanisms like DPOS and Tendermint
with fixed block production order, the attacker can easily find the next node to attack since it is
open and predictable which node is about to produce block.
Gosig hides the block producer in each round, preventing self-adaptive attacks.
Safety of side chain applications: if another DApp ecosystem needs to use a blockchain, they can
safely utilize PlayBlock Chain to generate a side chain. The chains in the two ecosystems can be
connected without security concerns. In contrast, when starting a completely new blockchain, the
lack of participants may make POS or POW algorithms vulnerable to attack.
No forks: public chain technology normally adopts chain-based consensus (e.g. POW). When the
network is not stable, it is prone to creating forks, which impacts security.
Gosig adopts a deterministic algorithm. After a round of voting, it will confirm the consistency of
a block. The algorithm ensures that all consensus nodes will only vote for and confirm only one
block. In the case of network splitting, message loss, latency etc., there will be no forks at all. This
guarantees data consistency. It chooses the former between CAP【33】 triangle consistency and
network split tolerance. Therefore, even under the worst network conditions, Gosig can still ensure
safety.
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3-3 Scalability
Originally, Gosig was designed for Consortium blockchains in untrusted WAN environments.
However, since the protocol also supports high throughput, low latency, large amount of scalable
nodes, and free registry and exit, it’s highly applicable to a product public blockchain. After
adding the on-chain delegation mechanism or off-chain voting delegation mechanism to the
protocol, Gosig will be adapted to the more open environment. It can be a public chain protocol
together with the incentive mechanism, or a consensus protocol for the a Consortium blockchain.
Gosig can accommodate massive amount of nodes participating in the consensus protocol. This
characteristic makes it scalable. We will also leverage sharding technology to make the PlayBlock
network operate multiple shards in parallel to further increase the throughput.

3-4 Dynamic Protocol Participant and Incentive
PlayBlock prevents Sybil Attack via a voting mechanism. Users have to pledge tokens to obtain
the right to vote. Nodes on the network receiving m votes (e.g. m>500, depending on the actual
scale) will automatically join the consensus protocol. After the voting for every k blocks is
confirmed, a round of dynamic updates will be conducted. Therefore, the users without enough
votes will exit, and new nodes with the right to participate in the protocol will join.
The entering and exiting of protocol participant nodes (nodes that produce blocks) is briefly
illustrated in below graphs.

Fig. PlayBlock node entering and exiting
When a protocol participant is chosen to produce block and the block is confirmed by the final
voting, the node will achieve certain amount of tokens as an award.

IV Core Technology Stack
Below is the description of PlayBlock upper layer technology stack and modules.
In the first stage, we will first implement the PlayBlock blockchain technologies described in the
3rd chapter. This will enable dMMOG, developed by PlayBlock, to go live quickly.
In the second stage, we will update to include penalties for cheating, PlayBlock shards, and partial
concurrency.
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In the third stage, we will integrate all parallel computing technologies, a blockchain MMOG
engine, anonymous transactions, and cross chain adapters.

4-1 System Architecture

Fig. PlayBlock Architecture

4-2 Smart Contracts Compiler – WASM
Blockchain leverages smart contracts to execute complex logic functions, in order to provide a
computing platform for applications. The on-chain logic of all DAPPs is developed with smart
contracts. Development and operational efficiency of smart contracts is the key bottleneck for
DAPPs.
PlayBlock utilizes Web Assembly to write and execute smart contracts. Web Assembly is a
language with high efficiency and security.
Before WASM runs the scripts, it will compile the script into the corresponding machine code, so
as to reach similar operating efficiency as native code. By caching the compiled machine code, we
will be able to effectively reduce the time consumption of script compiling. A cached WASM
contract can run 100 times faster than the interpreted script.
WASM runs in a memory-safe sandbox, thus can effectively avoid attacks from malicious scripts
to the operating environment. Even if a smart contract is malicious, it can do no harm to other
smart contracts, or the safety of the blockchain.

4-3 Governance
Any system may be flawed (e.g. DAO⑩) It requires an effective and decentralized approach to
handle the flaws. This will prevent the blockchain system from suffering significant loss or
collapse due to a bug.
PlayBlock embeds functions of account freezing and smart contract substitution, which are used to
handle emergent situations (e.g. attacks from hackers, contract BUG etc.) These two functions
need no forking, and can quickly fix the misbehaviors.
Upgrading mechanism is also built into PlayBlock, to solve the problems of the architecture (e.g.
⑩

https://www.coindesk.com/understanding-dao-hack-journalists/
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optimizing or changing consensus algorithm, supporting new contract embedded functions etc.)
This function painlessly hard forks to upgrade the system.
We define the governance committee as the first N ranking nodes with voting/tokens. N is to be
decided later.
Steps for Account Freezing (the steps for Smart Contracts Constitution is similar)
1. Applicant communicates with the governance committee, asking to freeze an account (this
could be done offline or by posting a voting appeal on the chain to initiate the discussion)
2. When the consent is reached, the applicant initiates a freezing account request, which will be
written into the chain.
3. If 2/3 of the governance committee approve this request, the system will freeze the specified
account.
Steps for Upgrading
1. Governance committee proposes to upgrade the current version, and obtains 2/3 support from
the committees.
2. If the support for this proposal continues for 30 consecutive days, the proposal is approved. If
the governance committee is voted to resign and the new governance committee does not approve
this proposal, the proposal is denied.
3. If the proposal is approved, the governance committee will change the source code and realize
the proposal.
4. If governance committee initiates voting for upgrading, obtains 2/3 support, and the support
maintains for 30 consecutive days, the upgrading proposal is approved.
5. 7 days after the upgrade proposal is approved, the system will formally be upgraded into the
new version, giving all full nodes one week to upgrade the system programs (the system is
designed to be able to switch between the old and new versions)
6. 7 days after the upgrade proposal is approved, any full node that does not upgrade to the new
client shut down automatically.

4-4 Parallelization
In order to increase the throughput of blockchain, we consider the parallel blockchain pipeline.
There are 3 granularities in the parallelization.

4-4-1 Parallel cryptographic validation and transaction computing
In PlayBlock, the smart contract computing and cryptographic validation computing (asymmetric
encrypted signature etc.) can be parallelized. This will maximize utilization of the multicore
computing abilities of current computer systems.

4-4-2 Parallel transaction execution
Though blockchain is designed in a serialized list structure, static analysis of independent sets of
transactions in the block can still be done. Each independent set is put into multicore threads to be
computed. Related transactions in the thread are executed in series.
The parallel execution of transactions reduces the average computing time of contracts on each
single server.
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4-4-3 Parallel shard granularity
Sharding itself is a kind of parallelization of blockchain computing to increase throughput
capacity.
Essentially it is cutting a chain into several sub chains, among which transactions can be made in
parallel. This involves cross chain transactions. Transactions across chains can be implemented
with typical distributed concurrency control algorithms. In this model, the application of
concurrent transactions involving the same account must be carefully dealt with.
We will apply the sequential equivalent execution algorithm to solve such problems, as described
above.

4-5 Blockchain Adapter
PlayBlock is a public chain, but can still cooperate with other chains, to enrich the blockchain
applications. Users can transfer tokens from the other chains to Blockchain, and vice versa. This
will effectively lower the threshold for users entering PlayBlock chain. It will also attract users
with other tokens to join PlayBlock.
PlayBlock chain abstracts the communication protocol with other chains through a Blockchain
Adapter. The communication protocol has an interface for token transfers and inquiries. As long
as the interface protocol needs are met, users can use Blockchain Adapter to build a
communication channel between PlayBlock chain and other chains. Thus, tokens can be
transferred, and token states can be checked.
The exchange between PlayBlock Token and other tokens are implemented through dealer smart
contracts on the PlayBlock chain. PlayBlock supports several dealer contracts. The competition
among dealers is beneficial to all users on the PlayBlock chain ecosystem.

4-6 DAPP Application Paradigms
The Paradigms include: 1) decentralized game design; 2) decentralized operation of online game
applications.

4-6-1 Decentralized game and application design
In some games, decentralized design can bring brand new experiences to online gaming. Such
games leverage blockchain to compute and store transaction data, e.g. virtual items and core game
rules. Some game types are summarized below:
1) Games in which transactions are the core content. They require reliable transactions and asset
rights authentication.
The transaction itself is the core component in the game system, e.g. simulation games like
CryptoKitties, trading games, MMORPG games etc.
2) “Fair-Play” games, which require fair game rules, where players can validate the fairness.
Card games like Texas Hold’em, Sports Betting games like Fantasy Sports, or Lotteries like a
horse race game, etc.
3) Need for rare digital assets.
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Games whose items can be converted into real money, e.g. Magic the Gathering, or rare digital
assets like avatars created in the games.

4-6-2 Decentralized operation
Traditional online games are operated in four layers. They are based on Cloud Services, Operators,
Distributors, and End Users.
Due to the autonomous nature of the smart contracts of Dapp, many tasks usually done by a
central operator and distributors, can be done by blockchain smart contracts. Charges for game
items will not be settled between the service suppliers and the distributors. As long as the user
pays, the fee will be automatically settled into the accounts of the operator and the developer.
Cloud Service

BlockChain
Decentralization

Distributor
Gamer

Operator

Gamer

Operator

Fig. Centralized Operation vs Decentralized Operation

V Ecosystem of Blockchain Tokens
First define the “block reward” (also called mining reward): Block rewards incentivize providing
hardware infrastructure for the ecosystem, so as to gain votes. Computing transaction smart
contracts results (including OCGT), packaging the result into the block data structure and
broadcasting it to the network. After the block is confirmed by the network, the miner will get
tokens as reward. The transaction fee packaged in this block also belongs to the miner.
PlayBlock native common token is called Play Token (PT). The total amount of Play Token will
be 5 billion, and no more will be issued in the future. PT can be mined and will also be gradually
distributed and sold to users, in the traditional business model of online games, along with
increasing DApps on PlayBlock Chain. Users need to use PT in exchange for services, or for
trading with other users.
PT will be applied in below situations
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Anyone can pledge PT to become a miner candidate, so as to win a PT reward.
Smart contract transaction fees will be rewarded to miners.
The Operator pledges PT to allow users win free services and in-game rewards.
Players use PT to buy virtual items, pay for sports betting, etc. After the game results are
cleared, the players will be rewarded with PT.
Players use PT to join game battles or vote for the supported candidates.
Anyone can use PT to support crowd-funding for game development
Developers can use PT to buy Game Assets to help the development of their own games.
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Fig. Token Ecosystem
All game applications in the community can publish their own customized Tokens (Application
Token, similar to ERC20 or ERC721). By customizing applications, developers can leverage the
PlayBlock platform to build their own encrypted ecosystems.

5-1 Extremely Low Stabilizing Transaction Fee
Transaction fees are the automatic cost of computation consumed when smart contracts are
executed. Essentially, it is buying computing power and bandwidth to use PlayBlock services.
In a mature online game business model, users should not pay attention to the amount of the
transaction fee, nor should they pay attention to the network resource competition happening via
adjusting transaction fees. Players do not need to care about technologies.
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Price fluctuations of the public chain token will directly impact the transaction fees and thus the
same computation and bandwidth has a fluctuating price. Overly large fluctuations will impede the
ecosystem development. Therefore, it is a must to reduce fluctuations of transaction fees.
We leverage the most mature stable coin projects to build stable coins in the system.

5-2 Ecosystem Building
PlayBlock leverages the capability of distributed technology and product development in the past
decades, to build the ecosystem following below steps.
1. Construct MMOG-specialized public chain, PlayBlock.
2. Based on the team’s past experience of developing popular online games with over 300
million players, develop new games on the chain, e.g. token sports games, betting games,
social and recreation games etc. Create token game IP.
3. After the public chain technology is proven by actual applications, we will cooperate with
other game producers and platforms around the world to increase the content available on
PlayBlock chain.
4. Open the token customization system, to allow the other platforms to utilize the high
performance MMOG dedicated chain to operate their own online business applications.
Ecosystem building starts from public chain technology, followed by kick-starting the ecosystem
with self-developed games. Based on this broad and solid test and technology improvement,
expand the ecosystem on the chain. Leverage the now well-supported MMOG blockchain service
and seek developers and operators to join in. Finally build the only common large-scale
blockchain MMOG platform in the world, with open token protocols and open source.

5-3 Example Ecosystem
The following figures illustrate the Dapp token ecosystem
1) Smart Contract AppStore：Players can pay real money or crypto tokens to purchase products.
If paying tokens, players will obtain rewards which are automatically calculated and sent to
players’ walled.

2) Dapp smart contract payment：Players can buy extra services in Dapps (e.g. game avatars, or
services like Airbnb/Uber)
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3) Crowd Funding of Dapps: Members of the community can make a token crowd funding, in
which all the process are managed by DApps, like token custody, periodic voting, etc. in order to
monitor the development team to complete milestones.

5-4 Game Development
PlayBlock platform provides a strong bottom layer of support for game development. With
Blockchain Adapter, games can be operated on different public chains. This provides product
compatibility. With the support of the engine, developers can easily develop multiplayer games on
the PlayBlock network. This enables developers to focus on game design and original ideas.
Game Assets include game figure designs, models, skeleton animations, audio, tools, components
and services etc. Game developers can buy the usage rights for these resources, avoiding building
a gigantic team, so as to rapidly create new games. The Unity Asset Store provides an existing
example of this operating in a centralized manner.
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Fig. Ecosystem for Game Developers
The game development ecosystem consists of independent developers, operators, game modders,
outsourcers, and content creators. A healthy marketplace of assets and content provides value by
reducing development and innovation costs, as well as by providing a fast, secure payment
infrastructure. Having a healthy marketplace for development assets is very important to the
sustained development of the game industry. The deployed smart contracts will automatically
implement all transactions and operations, e.g. account settlement and profit sharing from the
game for the end users, developers, MOD writers, UGC, virtual assets transactions etc.

5-5 Game Virtual Assets Market
All users in the community can find the products they need in the Assets Market. The three key
main product types are
•
•
•

Consumer products (game licenses, virtual items in the game etc.)
Game development resources
Application Tokens

On-Chain transactions of game virtual items can solve the safety issues, and also provides
opportunities for game developers to obtain monetary return from the large-scale virtual item
transactions. This will drive developers to support virtual item transactions, instead of being
defensive or designing rules to restrain transactions.

VI Game Application Paradigm
For players, the core differences of game experiences on PlayBlock platform lies in
•
•
•
•

Absolute confidence in the fairness of the game
Safety of players’ assets and fast and trustable reward calculation
Payment settlement between the operator, distributors and players
Maintaining value of virtual assets, creation and transaction of rare digital assets
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Below are a few examples of games that could be built on PlayBlock, to elaborate on the
blockchain charactistics in the games.

6-1 Football Manager Games
Welcome to the PlayBlock Football world. Here you can train and coach young athletes, guide
them to learn from football superstars, make football teams, and play games with players around
the world.

Figure. Football Manager Games on Blockchain
•

Creation and transaction of rare digital assets: Use Play Tokens to develop football players
with unique characteristics and trade with other players.

•

Sports Betting: Players can bet the results of competitions with PT. PT can also be used as
chips for matches between friends.

•

Self-organized matches and bet setting: Players can make their own league and organize
matches with other leagues. Players can bet on the league games and win awards both for
winning games and for betting correctly.

•

Absolute fairness: The calculation of the winning team depends on smart contracts,
eliminating the possibility of cheating. This ensures the game fairness.

•

Decentralized operation: Players can compete on a computer node hosted by themselves,
with no need to rely on a centralized server.

•

Confirmation of rights on digital assets Player data will be permanently stored on the
blockchain, with no possibility to be revised or lost.

Such design, leveraging blockchain technology, guarantees the pleasure of games, the safety of
game environment, as well as the perpetual protection of the virtual assets.

6-2 Mobile HTML5 Battle Game
PlayBlock plans to launch below online game, BlockMaze. This is a recreational game on both
HTML5 and mobile platforms. The core of the game is to match randomly flipped cards. There
will be abundant random changes, as well as exciting direct competitions. There are various
virtual outfits, for the players to customize their appearance. Besides demonstrating their own
personality with the outfits, players can also collect and trade the items.
Players buy tickets to join a single match. In the match, they can flip the tiles of a maze, and fight
with the boss. After defeating the boss, the player will win awards from PlayBlock. The battle
process will be computed on OCGR scripts and will be absolutely fair and reliable, allowing no
cheating. When the battle result is computed, the award will be automatically transferred to the
winner’s account.
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Occasionally, there will be chances when game items are found behind the tiles. These will be
recorded on the blockchain, and users will be able to show off in the game. When collecting a full
set of avatars, the player can win additional rewards (e.g. the bonus will increase by a certain
percentage.)

Fig. BlockMaze

VII Legal Provisions
7.1 Supervisions
This project will be managed by InfinityBlock Foundation, which is a non-profit organization
registered in Singapore and supervised by Singapore laws and ACRA. The mission of the
foundation is to promote and support the development of PlayBlock, the digital entertainment
platform, making it a global and trustable platform.

7.2 Disclaimer
This document only serves as information provider, not linked to the releasing or buying of shares
or bonds of PlayBlock platform or other relevant companies. The information and analysis quoted
in this document do not aim to impact on the purchase decision, nor recommend any specific
purchase. Correspondingly, this document does not recommend to purchase nor induce to
purchase any tokens, stocks, or bonds.
This document is not and cannot be interpreted as any price quotation, advance booking or
invitation to purchase. It cannot be or partially be the basis of any relevant agreement or
commitment etc.
PlayBlock platform here clearly states that it is not responsible for the direct or indirect loss,
caused by 1) information quoted in this document; 2) any mistake, omission or inaccuracy of
information; 3) consequences resulted from the above.

VIII Management Team
Han Wei, Co-Founder
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l
l
l
l

Co-founder of PlayBlock
Technical Director of QQDancer series and live streaming platform Dancing Dreamwork
Expert in software engineering
Expert in all aspects of blockchain technologies

Han Wei is an expert in software engineering, VR games and Blockchain with more than 16 years
of product development and technical team management experience.
As a leading software product R&D director in China, Han has played a crucial role in the
development of QQ Dancer and Dancing Time.
Besides QQDancer series, Han has also developed two GEAR VR game products which have
been published on the Oculus Store.
After becoming a blockchain developer in 2016, Han has published several research papers about
public-chain technology on related forums. After having created a mobile blockchain wallet, the
team led by Han is leading PlayBlock and has developed a commercial general purpose
public-chain. This chain has more processing power benefit from improvement in consensus
mechanism, optimization of parallel processing and updated smart contract mechanism.

Fang Xing, Co-Founder
l
l
l
l

Co-founder of PlayBlock.
U.S. Marketing manager at Tencent Boston
Marketing manager at Adobe & Autodesk
MBA from MIT Sloan School of Management

Fang Xing is a co-founder of YongHang Technologies, which developed QQDancer.
Xing is also a marketing expert, having lead marketing and BD efforts for Adobe, 360.cn, and
Tencent Boston. She has experience in developer evangelism and building community.
Xing has an MBA from MIT Sloan School of Management as well as a Bachelor of Engineering
degree from Tsinghua University.

He Xiaoxing, Co-Founder
l
l
l
l

Game product director for QQDancer.
Expert in online game technologies.
Expert in software project management.
Graduated from Tsinghua University, majored in Computer Science.

With 15 years of experience in the game industry, He Xiaoxing is proficient in the whole
business process from creative design, game development and product operation.
He was Game Product Director of QQ Dancer from 2011 to 2014. During his service, the
maximum simultaneous online players exceeded 5 million, and the yearly revenue was over 1
billion USD. The game became the casual game with the highest revenue in the domestic market.
He was a very early developer engaged in PC casual games and web game industry in China, an
early employee of Hulu with experience in the quality evaluation and an expert continuous
improvement of the vertical search engine.
Focusing on the development of block chain technology since 2016,
exploring software and games on blockchain.

He has dedicated to
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Lorde Chen, Head of Marketing Department
Expert in public relations marketing, previous PR director for Linekong Interactive Group (HK,
8267), responsible for the large-scale company communication. Lorde has abundant experience on
integrated marketing in the fields of games, movies etc. As the early investor of blockchain, he has
invested in projects like HCash, DBC (DeepBrain Chain), NAS (Nebulas) etc. He has abundant
experience on blockchain project evaluation, marketing, project integration etc.

Zhang Zhiwei, Core Developer
l
l
l
l
l

Core-member of PlayBlock
Lead-programmer of QQDancer
Expert in cryptography
Full-stack programmer
Graduated from Peking University

Zhang Zhiwei is an expert in cryptography and a full-stack senior programmer with over ten years
of experience.
Before Zhang joined the QQDancer team as lead programmer, he worked as an expert in
cryptography.
In accordance with the standards drafted by the China Trusted Computing Committee, Zhang
worked with Tsinghua Tongfang Microelectronics Co., Ltd. and implemented a Trusted
Cryptography Module chip and related middleware based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography.
Zhang also developed various applications based on this cryptographic chip, e.g. designing and
developing secure payment computers in cooperation with Tsinghua Tongfang and UnionPay
More over, Zhang proposed and implemented a virtual TCM scheme software and hardwar, and
expanded the chip's processing capabilities on the basis of ensuring security.

Zhang Peng, Core Developer
Expert in blockchain technology. Expert in game engine technology. Previous 3D tools
development director of QQDancer. Chief development programmer of 3D engine and tools of
Galaxy Quests. Expert in MONO C# compiler. Developed the first C# bottom layer memory cross
section leaking detection tool for UNITY3D in the world.
Peng Zhang became an enthusiast of blockchain technology in 2017, being active in the
development community. As the chieft developer, Developed the successfully commercialized
common public chain based on Ethereum. By improving the consensus mechanism, optimizing the
parallel processing capability, and updating the smart contract operating mechanism, significantly
improved the business processing capability of the main chain.
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Appendix A

Full Paper: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1802.01315.pdf
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Appendix B, Sharding
PlayBlock public chain has to support multiple online games simultaneously, with the capacity to
support millions of players. When the user numbers increase, PlayBlock public chain should be
able to further scale up and not be limited by the system architecture.
Public chains usually utilize one single server to compute all the DApp smart contracts on the
network. One block contains all transactions on the network during the block production time.
When the number of DApps on the network increases, online users increase. When the parallel
transactions increase to a certain amount, one single server will gradually reach its limit on
computing capacity, bandwidth, memory and disk IO.
Among these four elements, the weakest one will become the bottleneck for the operation of all
DApps on the network.
On-chain game-logic transaction (OCGT): the computing of fair-play logic and game data
processing need to be executed with blockchain consensus as a smart contract code. The inputs are
parameters and data from the game and the output is the game logic result. Such game logic is
executed by blockchain node server. Once the logic and data is on chain, players and game
developers/operators cannot cheat.

1) Sharding Protocol
Shard0 global
smart contract

Gosig node

Gosig node

server

server

Main Chain

Fig. Original Consensus Protocol
Shard2 chain

Shard1 chain
Shard1 smart contracts

Shard2 smart contracs

Gosig nodes

Gosig nodes

server

server

server

server

server

Main chain

Fig. Sharding Protocol
Along with an increase in PlayBlock nodes, some nodes are made into growing sub chains. Sub
chains record the actual transaction data. The main chain only records the block headers of the sub
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chains, which will be the certificate of total transactions. This is a kind of two-layer horizontal
expansion structure. Shards can be dynamically added, based on the ecosystem nodes and amount
of transactions.

2) Cross Shard Transactions
In principle, we encourage and advise the game designers to generally not conduct cross shard
transactions. Every game DApp can use the self-defined digital tokens as the means of tracking
virtual assets. This largely improves the speed of OCGT parallel operations in different DApps.
However, some transactions have to be conducted cross chains, e.g. the payment of common
tokens across shards.

3) Framework Design
•

Fundamental assumptions: It is assumed that the data access between different games is
not frequent under real game operating environment, thus generally not a bottleneck.
Therefore, we believe a blockchain based on sharding can meet the needs of large-scale
blockchain games.

•

Structure: PlayBlock adopts double-layer chain structure, including the Main Chain and
Sharding Chains.

Fig. Double-layer chain structure

o

o
o

Roles of the Main Chain:
§ Compute and record transactions on Main Chain
§ Record the abstract state information of each shard
§ Check and record the block headers uploaded from the shards
Roles of Shard Chains:
§ Compute and record transactions on Shards
Data Structure of Main Chain:
§ Block: consists of Block Header, assembly of Main Chain Transactions
(MCTransaction), and assembly of Sharding Chain SetHeaders.

Fig. Structure of Main Chain
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o

Data Structure of Sharding Chain:
§ Set: consists of SetHeader and assembly of Sharding Chain Transactions
(SCTransaction).

Fig. Structure of Sharding Chain
•

Rules of Sharding: A node will recognize the hexadecimal address of the smart contract
account that performs a transaction, and will conduct sharding according to the first 4
hexadecimals of the address.
For example, if the contract address of a Texas Hold’em game is 0x0001x…, transactions
in the game will be assigned to the first shard for computing. If the contract address of a
survival game is 0x0002xxx…, transactions in the game will be assigned to the second
shard for computing. When dMMOG is deployed, the contracts of one DApp should be
assigned to the same shard. This is done with the help of tools. The system starts from a
few shards. When the TPS performance cannot meet the needs of the system, it will
automatically increase the number of shards. Here the witnesses can continue to invest in
more nodes. Witness or validator candidates can also compete for votes in the community
by investing in hardware nodes, so as to become witness and gain the right to produce
blocks.

Fig. Structure of Shards

4) Cross Shard Communication
•

•

Communications among different games are not frequent, but still necessary. For example,
a player wants to transfer his assets accumulated in a simulation game to another new
MOBA game in exchange for a skin. In order to conduct parallel computing in different
games, the games’ logic usually runs in different shards. Cross chain transactions are
necessary for the assets to trade across games.
When designing cross chain communication, PlayBlock takes reference to a solution from
Vitalik【25】. Vitalik’s is simple and direct, but still has a problem. Imagine transactions on
Shard A are passed to Shard B, but Sharding Chain A is rolled back due to some reason,
then how should PlayBlock handle the result on Shard B【34】? In the sharding design for
Ethereum, Vitalik proposed a separate incentive mechanism for state computing and
transaction validating, but the mechanism is likely not robust enough. PlayBlock utilizes
the highly efficient DPOS consensus algorithm with BFT, rapidly reaching an irreversible
state. The target sharding chain will first wait for the original sharding chain to become
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irreversible, and then execute the rest of logic. Therefore, such problem does not exist in
PlayBlock.
Below is a detailed description of the protocol:
Definitions:
• Define tx as the original transaction passed to Shard A. The contract logic is to transfer a
part of the assets in account an on Shard A to account b on Shard B.
• Define the function of transaction amount in tx as LOADTXF(tx), in which tx refers to
the transaction.
• Define the function of locked transaction in the Shard as LF(a,s,c), in which a refers to
the account address, s is Sharding index, and c is the amount of tokens.
• Define the function of locked transaction in the Shard as LF(a,s,c), in which a refers to
the account address, s is Sharding index, and c is the amount of tokens.
• Define the function of transaction validation in the Shard as VALIDATE(s,tx)->r, in
which s refers to the Sharding index, tx is the transaction to be validated, and r is the
returned validation result
• Define the function of making cross shard transaction as MKCSTX(s1,s2,a1,a2,c), in
which s1 and s2 refer to the Sharding index, a1 and a2 are accounts, and c is the money
transferred.
• Define the function of transaction sent cross shards as SENDCSTX(s1,s2,tx)
• Define the function of adding funds in an account in a Shard as AF(a,s,c)
•

Pseudo code description of the protocol:

1. Set sa as Shard A index
2. Set sb as Shard B index
3. LF(a,sa,LOADTXF(tx))
4. if VALIDATE(sa,tx) == false
5.
ULF(a,sa,LOADTXF(tx))
6.
return
7. txab = MKCSTX(sa,sb,a,b,LOADTXF(tx))
8. SENDCSTX(sa,sb,txab)
9. if VALIDATE(sb,txab) == false
10.
ULF(a,sa,LOADTXF(txab))
11.
return
12. AF(b,sb,LOADTXF(txab))

5) Preventing the One Shard Taking-Over Attack
•

•

This usually happens when an attacker controls a large number of proposers or witness on
a shard. It could impede block production (the attacker might prevent the Set on the shard
from getting enough signatures, or even submit a wrong block)
Sharding design avoids such problem by randomly shuffling the witnesses. Meanwhile,
PlayBlock fully leverages the benefits from DPOS consensus. In PlayBlock, the witnesses
are elected from community voting, and the real-time state of the witnesses is published
in the community. If anyone does evil, the community has the momentum to kick the
perpetrator out. This removes the low efficiency in the normal consensus, resulted from
mistrust from each other. Meanwhile, the order of witness in each round will be shuffled
by ra andom algorithm, so as to avoid a collaborated attack.
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